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gruelling races, was running in On shoes
(she came second). As one of several top-flight
athletes who have enthusiastically embraced the
technology, she is helping rewrite the image
of Switzerland as a centre of sports technology.
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Allemann explains how On's CloudTecpowered shoes use the gnarly rubber nubbins to
transform the experience of running hard. 'Sand
is great for landing, but very hard to push off
from. Then you want a surface like a race track,'
he says. 'We did a lot of experimentation. We
looked at the surface of tennis courts, where
there's a little bit of sand to help you slide a bit,
offsetting what we call the peak impact. We
wanted to rebuild that same effect, only in a
shoe.' Prototypes were made, and the concept
proved. The spacing of the 'clouds' (there are 18
on the marathon-tuned Cloudracer) spreads the
muscular load at the moment of push-off.
'You softly slide into your step,' he explains.
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out of the blocks, On has given athletes (and
the Swiss economy) a major performance boost.
The On story starts w i t h Swiss triathlete
Olivier Bernhard, a triple world champion.
Bernhard was looking for a way of overcoming
regular running injuries, especially to his knees,
but there was nothing on the market that did
what he wanted and provided enough cushioning
and support. Instead, Bernhard teamed up w i t h a
Swiss engineer and two friends to prototype and
develop a new k i n d of running shoe. The friends,
David Allemann and Caspar Coppetti, brought an
entrepreneurial approach to the project, and the
team worked on countless prototypes and
conducted real world research to perfect what
Bernhard now terms 'intelligent cushioning'.
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An On trainer is lightweight, functional and
sleek. So far, so conventional. But its genius lies in
the nubbly rubber 'clouds' that are spaced along
the sole, forming an 'outsole' of moulded loops
of rubber that are bonded to the sole above. Each
cloud is designed to collapse under pressure,
absorbing the horizontal and vertical forces for
a perfect soft landing. The 'clouds' then lock firm,
providing the runner w i t h a solid base from
which to push off, giving them the best traction
and most efficient use of energy.
On's patented CloudTec system has given it
an edge over its larger competitors. 'On shoes
combine what conventional running shoes have
so far failed to unite - a cushioned landing and
a barefoot take-off,' explains Allemann from the
company's Zurich offices. At the time of w r i t i n g ,
the team was just about to leave for Hawaii
for the Ironman World Championship, where
Caroline Steffen, a f i r m favourite in these

W i t h prototypes in hand, the nascent company
set about getting their products into the hands
and onto the feet of the people that mattered professional athletes. As well as Steffen, the
Kenyan marathon runner Tegla Loroupe and
the French triathlete David Hauss, among many
others, have put the shoes to the test and been

persuaded of their speed-enhancing properties.
Since July 2010, the range has been on general
sale, l u r i n g runners w i t h the promise scientifically proven, thanks to a survey carried
out at E T H Zurich - of improving every aspect
of their running.
Those of us not blessed w i t h the outstanding
stamina of the professional athlete can simply
admire the shoes' clean lines and the striking,
technological appearance of the outsole.
The range includes the classic racing shoe,
the Cloudracer, an everyday training favourite,
the Cloudsurfer, the endurance-tweaked
Cloudrunner and the basic Cloudster. The On
range was designed by ECAL graduate Thilo
Alex Brunner who has already garnered a Swiss
Federal design award for his work on the shoe.
The shoe has also won several sport technology
awards and recently took pride of place in the
Museum fur Gestaltung in Zurich. Brunner is
'part of the family', according to Allemann, who
explains that design and engineering 'all happens
at the same table. It's important that the shoe
catches your eye to catch your foot,' he adds. Even
such a sport-focused company as On ('the DNA is
performance') can't escape fashion connotations.
'Our core w i l l always be performance running,'
says Allemann, 'but they're also sneakers and
can be worn w i t h jeans. We can't blame people
who want to do that.'
The shoes have been a worldwide success,
and w i l l shortly be launching in Japan. Having
developed and honed a genuinely new way of
making running shoes, On is now looking to
you to elevate your game.

www.on-running.com
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